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the arrest and execution of Gumilëv, Lur’e’s family departed Soviet Russia for Berlin.

Berlin from late 1921 until October 1923 became the literary capital of the Russian intelligentsia. Lur’e quickly attached herself to that life with old friends and new: Il’ja Arzenburg, Nina Berberova, Aleksandr Bakhrakh, and Andrei Belyi. Belyi provided a link to the inner circles of Berlin’s Russian literary community, centered around the Berlin House of the Arts (Berlinskii Dom iskusstv) and later the Writers’ Club (Klub pisatelei). Lur’e was inetraduated with Belyi, admired, even secretly loved him. She was a frequent companion in some of his darkest hours, although most recall that he treated her poorly. During this time Lur’e contributed poems and critical reviews to the daily Russian-language newspapers in Berlin, Voice of Russia (Golos Rossi) and Days (Dni), and the bibliographical journal, New Russian Book (NRIK). In all she published over twenty poems and forty reviews in 1922–23.

When economic decline in 1923 forced most Russian writers and artists to depart for Petrograd and Moscow, or to Paris and Prague, Lur’e remained with her family in Berlin. Supporting herself as a tutor in the twenties and thirties, she was both witness to, and victim of, the Nazi regime. In the 1930s one love affair resulted in a handful of poems, but ended tragically with the death of A. V. Pozniakov in Dachau. Her mother was in a concentration camp until the end of the war. Lur’e was arrested and then miraculously released by the Gestapo in 1938. She has never left Berlin.

In the mid-1950s Lur’e contributed several poems and articles recalling Evreinov, Gumilëv, and the Berlin years for La pensée russe (RMysl’). In 1983 she began again to write, this time in German, inspired primarily by her love for R. H. In 1984 two articles about Vera Lur’e rekindled interest in her career. With the publication of her Russian poems in 1987 she became recognized as a link with the history and traditions of Russian Berlin, and she contributed to several radio and television interviews along with public readings from her work.

The poems of Vera Lur’e, scattered through newspapers and collections, were safeguarded in five notebooks that constitute a diary of her life. In her own words an “inexperienced poet,” her poems document chronologically her hopes and fears, loves and disappointments, memories and thoughts on life, love, and death. The majority of the works were written between 1921 and 1924 and show the influence of Gumilëv. Cut off from the tradition of Russian poetry since 1923, her poems are a “time machine” returning us to the days of Acmeism. She writes “not about the symbolic, nor the cosmic,” but about one young woman, confused, lonely, separated from her homeland. Her childhood memories of the white sparkle of SPb. clash with the black asphalt and dark reality of Berlin.

Her poetic gift has resurfaced sporadically over the last seventy years. Indeed, poetry has been her only faithful companion, a reaction to, and refuge from, moments of emotional stress. In the mid-1930s she responded to love and its loss by restoring the image of that love in her memory. In 1983, Reinilde H.
inspired Lur'e to write again. Four Russian poems recorded her daily experiences, but she soon began to write poems in German, gathered in Tagebuch einer Seele. An excerpt from her memoirs in Russian was published in the journal Continent (Kontinent) in 1990. In 1991 she was still awaiting the first publication of her work in Russia since 1922.


Thomas R. Beyer, Jr.


Insofar as can be established, Anfisa L'vova's literary works, published under the initials 'A. B.', consisted of two plays produced in Moscow and St. Petersburg between 1858 and 1860, five works of adult fiction published in the journal Russian Speech (RRch) from 1879 to 1881, and a number of children's works. She was educated at home. Her first marriage ended in divorce, and her second husband was the director of a school in Moscow. Alejandro El'nis'tskii characterizes her dramatic works and fiction as dealing with "an interesting moment of Russian life, when a young renewed Russia, having thrown off serfdom, was setting out on a new path, and you have to give her credit for dealing with this moment skillfully and with remarkable art" (RBS 10: 759). She was elected a member of the Society of Lovers of Russian Literature (OLRS) in 1887.

WRITINGS: Chestnout. Drama (SPb., 1856[87]); "Bogat'a nevesta." Dramatischki sbornik (1858); "Godichnaia vystavka v Akad. Khudozhestv, v 1863 g.," Semnyny vechera 1864 1; "Terrarium i akvarium." 1864 8; "Pesy dla detskogo teatra (SPb., 1876); "Nenast'e," RRch 1879 1–5; "Starye dom," 1879 10–12; "Knauginia Marusia.," 1880 3–4; "Razorenie." 1880 10–12; "Sumerki," 1881 5–6, 8; "Rasskazy dlia detei (M., 1886)."
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L'vova belongs to the same generation of poets as Maria Shkapskaia, Elizaveta Kuz'ma-Karavaeva, and Natal'ia Krandievskiaia—all born between 1888 and 1891. With a slight extension of the chronological framework, we could also say she is from the generation of Akhmatova and Tsveetaeva. It was precisely in this context of women's poetic activity that contemporary critics interpreted L'vova's poetry.

In 1908 she graduated from a M. high school with a gold medal. She then studied at the Moscow Higher Courses for Women. L'vova began writing poetry in 1910. While still a student, she became involved in revolutionary activities (propagandizing among factory workers, etc.), which at that time was an almost unavoidable stage through which a certain segment of student youth passed. Her literary debut took place in 1911 when Russian Thought (RMysl), one of the best serious journals, published her poem "I shall don a satin dress like a bride" (Ia odeniu' nevestoi—V atlasnoe plat'e).

Her participation in the Moscow Literary-Artistic Circle (evenings of the Society for Free Aesthetics) [Obshchestvo svobodnoi Estetiki] which were attended by Belyi, Khodasevich, Sof'ia Parnok, Nina Petrovskiaia, Marina Tsvetaeva, etc.) significantly enlarged her acquaintances in the literary world. Contact with modernist poets exerted a strong influence on her own work, which was still evolving. Both in her writing and in her personal life, the most dominant influence was her involvement with Valerii Brusov. One result of her contact with the modernists was the cultivation of an interest in the so-called fixed forms of poetry (ghazal, rondeau, sonnet), which Akhmatova, in her review of L'vova's work, viewed only as formal exercises (RMysl 1914 1).

Besides Russian Thought, L'vova worked for the journals New Life (NZhizni') and Women's Cause (ZhenD) and the almanacs Harvest (Zhatva) and Feast during the Plague (Pir vo vremia chumy). Her participation in the latter signified that L'vova had drawn close to the Ego-Futurists. In a letter to Boris Sadovskii she justified this unexpected move: "I've become a futurist. But don't take fright... You know our ego-futurists are a very inoffensive, totally decent, bunch." In L'vova's opinion, the poetry of Igor' Severinian, the leader of the Ego-Futurists, was based on his "purely feminine feelings and perception of the world." It was L'vova's idea that the sole way out of the dead-end street to which modern poetry had come must be the introduction into literature of a "feminine principle," i.e., the immediacy of experience instead of a surfeit of rationality, from which "modern culture is suffocating" ("Cold of the Morn") [Kholod utral].

In the summer of 1913, Old Fairy Tale (Staraia skazka), a small, elegant book of L'vova's poems, was published in 1000 copies. A few months after its appearance, L'vova, in a state of deep depression, shot herself with a revolver given her by Brusov. Her article on women's poetry, "Cold of the Morn," was published posthumously. In the spring of 1914 a second edition of Old Fairy Tale came out, which included twenty-four poems not found in the first edition. Besides her poetry, several of L'vova's short literary articles and her translations of the French poets Rene Ghil and Jules Laforgue were published.

L'vova's gift was lyrical. Many of her poems can be read as pages from an intimate diary. The nature of her lyricism is essentially impressionistic, depending on the speaker's changing moods. She gave to literary efforts less than four years of her life and in this short period was not able to find themes and motifs which would help her realize an outstanding poetic talent. Models from Russian and French Symbolism can be readily detected in her poems. This dependence can be seen in images borrowed from Brusov, meters borrowed